
PC

No Player 1 2

FK Crvena zvezda 

49 Radonjić Nemanja 2Y *

30 Stojković Filip 2Y *

FC Salzburg 

S Team staff

PC
All Cards from other competitions since last 

initialisation

Y Booked

R Dismissed

Y+R Ordinary Yellow Card and Direct Red Card

* Misses next match if booked

** Subject to appeal

### Suspended for at least one match

Suspended

OO

C
Out of Competition

Players registered with their club after the date indicated below may 

not appear on this list (Art 44 of the competition regulations)

UEFA Champions League 

2018/2019
Booking List before Play-Offs, 1st leg

PO

This list is destined for the press. It is given to the competing teams 

for information purposes only and therefore has no legal value. In 

the event of any discrepancy, only the correspondence addressed 

directly to the teams will be considered as the authoritative version.

17.08.2018



PC

No Player 1 2

FC BATE Borisov 

13 Sihnevich Mikalai 2Y *

PSV Eindhoven 

S Team staff

PC
All Cards from other competitions since last 

initialisation

Y Booked

R Dismissed

Y+R Ordinary Yellow Card and Direct Red Card

* Misses next match if booked

** Subject to appeal

### Suspended for at least one match

Suspended

OO

C
Out of Competition

PO

This list is destined for the press. It is given to the competing teams 

for information purposes only and therefore has no legal value. In 

the event of any discrepancy, only the correspondence addressed 

directly to the teams will be considered as the authoritative version.

Players registered with their club after the date indicated below may 

not appear on this list (Art 44 of the competition regulations)

UEFA Champions League 

2018/2019
Booking List before Play-Offs, 1st leg

17.08.2018



PC

No Player 1 2

BSC Young Boys 

GNK Dinamo 

14 Gojak Amer 2Y *

8 Hajrovic Izet 2Y *

30 Stojanović Petar 2Y *

S Team staff

PC
All Cards from other competitions since last 

initialisation

Y Booked

R Dismissed

Y+R Ordinary Yellow Card and Direct Red Card

* Misses next match if booked

** Subject to appeal

### Suspended for at least one match

Suspended

OO

C
Out of Competition

Players registered with their club after the date indicated below may 

not appear on this list (Art 44 of the competition regulations)

UEFA Champions League 

2018/2019

Booking List before Play-Offs, 1st leg

PO

This list is destined for the press. It is given to the competing teams 

for information purposes only and therefore has no legal value. In 

the event of any discrepancy, only the correspondence addressed 

directly to the teams will be considered as the authoritative version.

17.08.2018



PC

No Player 1 2

Vidi FC 

5 Fiola Attila 2Y *

9 Huszti Szabolcs 4Y *

10 Kovacs Istvan 2Y *

19 Nikolov Boban 2Y *

17 Pátkai Máté 2Y *

44 Šćepović Marko 2Y *

AEK Athens FC 

S Team staff

PC
All Cards from other competitions since last 

initialisation

Y Booked

R Dismissed

Y+R Ordinary Yellow Card and Direct Red Card

* Misses next match if booked

** Subject to appeal

### Suspended for at least one match

Suspended

OO

C
Out of Competition

PO

This list is destined for the press. It is given to the competing teams 

for information purposes only and therefore has no legal value. In 

the event of any discrepancy, only the correspondence addressed 

directly to the teams will be considered as the authoritative version.

Players registered with their club after the date indicated below may 

not appear on this list (Art 44 of the competition regulations)

UEFA Champions League 

2018/2019

Booking List before Play-Offs, 1st leg

17.08.2018



PC

No Player 1 2

SL Benfica 

PAOK FC 

3 De Matos Cruz Leonardo 2Y *

7 El Kaddouri Omar 2Y *

S Team staff

PC
All Cards from other competitions since last 

initialisation

Y Booked

R Dismissed

Y+R Ordinary Yellow Card and Direct Red Card

* Misses next match if booked

** Subject to appeal

### Suspended for at least one match

Suspended

OO

C
Out of Competition

Players registered with their club after the date indicated below may 

not appear on this list (Art 44 of the competition regulations)

UEFA Champions League 

2018/2019
Booking List before Play-Offs, 1st leg

PO

This list is destined for the press. It is given to the competing teams 

for information purposes only and therefore has no legal value. In 

the event of any discrepancy, only the correspondence addressed 

directly to the teams will be considered as the authoritative version.

17.08.2018



PC
No Player 1 2

AFC Ajax 
31 Tagliafico Nicolas 2Y *

FC Dynamo Kyiv 

S Team staff

PC
All Cards from other competitions since last 
initialisation

Y Booked
R Dismissed

Y+R Ordinary Yellow Card and Direct Red Card

* Misses next match if booked
** Subject to appeal
### Suspended for at least one match

Suspended
OO
C

Out of Competition

PO

This list is destined for the press. It is given to the competing teams 
for information purposes only and therefore has no legal value. In 
the event of any discrepancy, only the correspondence addressed 
directly to the teams will be considered as the authoritative version.

Players registered with their club after the date indicated below 
may not appear on this list (Art 44 of the competition regulations)

UEFA Champions League 
2018/2019

Booking List before Play-Offs, 1st leg

17.08.2018




